
CRYPTOCURRENCY MINING 
PRESENTATION 

F2Pool is based in China. It mines 
about 10% of all blocks. Originally 
launched in 2013 in Beijing.

https://f2poolmining.com/


At F2 Pool, our mission is to expand access to the digital asset ecosystem while serving
as trusted partners for our clients. We take this role seriously, and have spent the last
few years building products and services to meet our clients’ needs – from
individuals to institutions, and everyone in between.
As the digital asset market grows and evolves, we analyze opportunities and build
long-lasting mining solutions around the needs of our clients.

F2Pool Mining is an advanced cryptocurrency mining company and controls technology 
solutions company focused on solving modern mining challenges. We provide advanced 
mining services and control technology that allows users to earn crytocurrencyand 
economic stability. Our website is uniquely capable of enabling mining pricing to be scaled 
to the user's specific needs and can be widely implemented across residential, commercial, 
industrial, military, agricultural, and municipal deployments.

WHO WE ARE



WORLDWIDE MINING SOLUTIONS
Today, with 15% of the market in its control, 
F2Pool is the largest Bitcoin mining pool on 
the market.

MINING SERVICES

Our mining solution that is used to sell,
monitor, maintain, and manage mining rigs
systems to maximize profit and ensure future
financial availability.

FULL CERTIFICATION

F2pool facilitates high full certifcations to ensure 
proper regulations between Athorities and 
Chinese Governement.

INNOVATION SERVICES
We offer design, technology, and business 
process methodologies to help transform 
and grow businesses.





SERVICES
MINING SOLUTIONS

F2Pool is a mining pool, which is a collaboration of miners where everyone 
contributes some computer power to discover blocks.

WHAT WE DO - CRYPTO & MINING POOL
F2Pool, also known as Discus Fitch, was launched in 2013 and is currently one of five 
largest mining pools in the world. In 2014, F2Pool became available for mining not 
only Bitcoin, but also some popular altcoins as well.

PROGRESS
The project was founded by Chinese investors and is now headquartered in China. 
There are about two million active users of the pool, of which 50 percent are 
Chinese citizens. Besides the main rewards for mining, users get a three percent 
reward for using the pool. This is the only pool operating with peer-to-peer 
payments.



SERVICES
MINING SOLUTIONS

WITHDRAWAL
F2Pool fees for withdrawal doesn’t surpass four percent. F2Pool payouts 
are daily, and they are automatically sent to F2Pool’s wallet. availability.

OTHER ENDEAVOUR
f2pool is officially supporting the Flashbots organization and the goals of 
minimizing the negative impacts of MEV.

INNOVATION SERVICES
F2Pool is celebrating its 8th anniversary with a special, commemorative 
Mr. Misang NFT auction!.



Seamless for Mining, Selling & Storing Your Cryptocurrency. Get Started 
Today! 

F2Pool Mining machine sales would be worth over $400,000,000 today. #1 In 
Security & Safety. Trade In Minutes. Crypto Insurance Provided.

Amenities: Free maintenance and shipment.
Earn regular income from mining. Running 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, your mining 
farm will earn money while you sleep.
Through mining alone your farm should pay for itself in approximately 270-570 days 
depending on the chosen coin(s) to mine.
Earn more from Cryptocurrency growth - the average increase of the top 10 
performing Cryptocurrencies in 2017 was a staggering 2,368% meaning the value of 
your mined coins increase too. 

MINING RIG SALES & MAINTENANCE





OUR MINING
PACKAGES



BRONZE
WE PROVIDE STABLE
RETURNS TO OUR
INVESTORS IRRELEVANT
TO IF WE MAKE PROFITS
OR LOSSES THAT SPECIFIC
DAY.

BRONZE
Profits: 4.0% Daily
Min invest: $100

Max invest: $6,000
Duration: 5 Days

ROI: 20%
Referral Commission:

5%
Indirect Commission: 

2%



SILVER

WE PROVIDE STABLE
RETURNS TO OUR
INVESTORS IRRELEVANT
TO IF WE MAKE PROFITS
OR LOSSES THAT SPECIFIC
DAY.

SILVER
Profits: 5.5% Daily
Min invest: $6000

Max invest: $11,999
Duration: 7 Days

ROI: 38.5%
Referral Commission:

7%
Indirect Commission: 

3%



ULTIMATE
WE PROVIDE STABLE
RETURNS TO OUR
INVESTORS IRRELEVANT
TO IF WE MAKE PROFITS
OR LOSSES THAT SPECIFIC
DAY.

ULTIMATE
Profits: 8.0% Daily

Min invest: $12,000
Max invest: Unlimited

Duration: 10 Days
ROI: 80%

Referral Commission:
10%

Indirect Commission
5%





HOW TO DEPOSIT
LOGIN IN YOUR ACCOUNT

CLICK ON MAKE A DEPOSIT

CHOOSE INVESTMENT PLAN

INPUT DEPOSIT AMOUNT

CHOOSE PAYMENT METHOD

CLICK SPEND

COPY THE GENERATED ADDRESS
AND SEND PAYMENT



• LOGIN IN YOUR ACCOUNT

• CLICK ON MAKE A WITHDRAW

• INPUT WITHDRAW AMOUNT

• CHOOSE PAYMENT METHOD

• CLICK WITHDRAW

• CONFIRM WITHDRAWAL

HOW TO WITHDRAW



Running 200 devices in our small office building wasn't 
working out for us - temperature issues produced 
downtime for our miners, and we also experienced 
problems with the noise level the miners were 
producing. Moving our operation to the Total Crypto 
Mining facility solved these issues and now we are 
expanding our capacity and have devices running 24 / 7 
with low cost and professional people taking care of 
our miners. Overall it's been a very nice experience 
with the Total Crypto Mining team.

Jussi Rilasti
mendIT
CEO

WHAT PEOPLE SAY



Total Crypto Mining helped me move my existing 
mining farm of 100 units to their dedicated 
facility in Finland.  This achieved a significant 
reduction in electricity costs and heat. It was a 
pleasure to work with a professional team who 
could offer me the right support I was looking for. 
This was a real win for both companies

C.LEE
Member



CONTACT US

support@f2poolmining.com
www.f2poolmining.com

mailto:support@pacificprimefunding.com
http://www.pacificprimefunding.com/

